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1st March 2018 

RE: Upper School Home Learning 
 

Dear Parents/Carers, 
 
I am writing to you to outline the current expectations in Upper School regarding homework. 
Although I feel that Miss Barrett and Miss Crockett have been clear and consistent in their 
explanations to the pupils, I appreciate that, having looked at the wording of the 
documentation available to parents, there is a need for clarification from the school. 
 
At the beginning of this academic year, we updated a policy for staff regarding homework 
and discussed some aspects with parents (Year 6 expectations), but this is not 
communicated well enough in the documents. Therefore, I wanted to provide this 
clarification as soon as possible and can assure you that we will fully review the policies and 
home/school agreement to ensure that both are consistent with expectation in school 
 
This has been an issue for myself and the Senior Leadership Team and I should say that 
Miss Barrett and Miss Crockett have been administering homework in good faith, according 
to the homework document for staff and conversations with me. I am pleased that their 
expectations for the children are high and consistent, whilst also providing support and 
understanding where necessary, and it is now down to me to ensure that this is 
communicated fully to all parents. 
 
The expectations are: 
 
Year 4: One piece of homework from the Year 4 Enriched Learning document or the set 
piece of Mathletics (both checked on Thursday), regular reading that is recorded in their 
school ‘My Home Reading’ diary, practice of weekly spelling patterns (as per sheet from 
Phonics teacher). 
 
Year 5: One piece of homework from the Year 5 Enriched Learning document or the set 
piece of Mathletics (both checked on Thursday), regular reading that is recorded in their 
school ‘My Home Reading’ diary, practice of weekly spelling patterns (as per sheet from 
Phonics teacher). 
 
Year 6: One piece of homework (alternating between Reading, SPaG & Maths) that is 
distributed and checked every Thursday, regular reading that is recorded in their school ‘My 
Home Reading’ diary, practice of weekly spelling patterns (as per sheet from Phonics 
teacher). They may also wish to complete challenges/games on the Mathletics website, but 
this is not compulsory. 
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The school feels that this level of expectation is reasonable and will support the children 
with their learning in school. The choice of tasks, for Year 4 and 5, allows for less time-
consuming activities to be selected if necessary, as we do appreciate that our pupils and 
families lead busy lives. In both Apple and Oak Class, homework will be checked and 
marked by the teachers. Larger projects/outstanding effort may also be shared and 
celebrated as time allows. Although homework is checked following a school holiday, there 
is no expectation that this is completed during the holiday itself. The school days before and 
after the break can be used if this is more convenient, or if families are away.  
 
If children are not meeting any of these expectations, then this will be followed up in class 
and minor sanctions may be applied to encourage a change in attitude. We really do aim for 
Upper School children to develop their independence and responsibility and completing a 
small amount of homework – along with remembering to hand it in – is a part of that. As our 
children prepare for secondary school, it also will enable them to develop some positive 
habits to avoid the shock of expectations in Year 7. If there are exceptional circumstances 
that have meant that homework has not been able to be completed, please contact the 
class teacher. However, we would ask you only to do this if absolutely necessary. 
 
We have chosen to tighten up on these expectations to ensure that they are fair and 
equitable. For example, it sends the wrong message to a family/pupil who have put in extra 
effort, and in some cases overcome reluctance, to complete a piece of home learning, if 
other members of the same year group aren’t expected to return anything. We don’t want 
homework to become a ‘battle’ or a source or unnecessary tension at home. If school are 
setting and maintaining the expectations, then hopefully children won’t see it as ‘mum or 
dad make me do homework’. However, if you are having major issues with the completion 
of homework, please discuss these with your child’s class teacher and they should be able 
to suggest strategies to help. 
 
We do appreciate that homework is an area that can divide opinion amongst parents (and 
teachers come to that). Some believe in ‘formal’ homework tasks, some favour a more 
flexible option, some enjoy grand ‘projects’, while some would prefer to have no homework 
at all. Although it is very difficult to cater to all tastes, we are constantly re-evaluating what 
we require of children (and their parents) when it comes to homework in order to make sure 
that tasks are relevant, age-appropriate and worthwhile. We are regularly impressed with 
what the children complete at home, whether it’s a larger piece or simply consistent effort 
week in, week out. 

If you are concerned about your child’s homework, please discuss it with the class teacher 
as they will be happy to provide explanation or clarification. Similarly, they may be able to 
suggest tasks that would be particularly valuable to help your child’s development. 

 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
Mr I. Horner, Ms S. Bailey and Mrs K. Salter (Senior Leadership Team) 

 

 


